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MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
OCTOBER: ENCOURAGING AN ENTREPRENEURIAL STATE OF MIND
October got off to a busy start for THENSA as we prepared to launch our Online Entrepreneurship
Programme at the end of the month. This online programme was the brainchild of the CEO of THENSA, who
believes that every student should be given the opportunity to be entrepreneurs. This online programme was
developed in partnership with Munster Technological University (MTU) in Ireland and funded by the Irish
Embassy in South Africa. It took our two data architects Dr Niall O'Leary (MTU) and Willie Cloete (THENSA)
to develop the programme which was was piloted amongst 51 students at the Durban University of
Technology (DUT), which served as the host for this exciting new venture. As an organisation, one of our
primary concerns is the high percentage of unemployment and poverty amongst the youth of South Africa.
It is the driving force behind some of our
initiatives such as our partnership with the
Unemployment

Insurance

Fund

(UIF)

and

service provider Milzet to re‐skill and up‐skill
young people in the UIF database, and our
Graduate Employability App (GEA) which will
connect recent graduates with over 500
businesses in the country and refine their
interviewing
Students listening attentively to DUT's Professor Sibu Moyo (Photo cred: THENSA)

skills

and

CV

preparation.

According to the International Labour Organisa‐

tion (ILO), entrepreneurship is critical to the production of employment opportunities as well as investment
and growth which stimulates a country’s economy and contributes to the elimination of poverty and
inequality. The programme took approximately 18 months to develop and test, and the representatives of
the THENSA member institutions and students provided input throughout the development process. DUT’s
Vice‐Chancellor and Principal Professor TZ Mthembu in his opening address at the launch reinforced the
importance entrepreneurship courses in higher education will play. More importantly this online programme
will reach students from far flung areas who unable to access intuitions especially in the time of COVID‐19.
We are certain that this programme will not only empower young people with the skills necessary to start
and run a successful business, but also become part of the curricula for undergraduate students across the
country.
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We would also like to express our thanks to the
THENSA Coordinator Kogie Pretorius and our project
assistants Nadira Kercival, Buntu Nondumo and
Khanya Mtshali. Special word of gratitude to DUT’s
Director of Technology, Transfer and Innovation
Professor Keo Motaung and Deputy Vice‐Chancellor
for Research, Innovation and Engagement Professor
Sibu Moyo for making their institution the premier
university for entrepreneurship. We are certain that
the THENSA Online Entrepreneurship Programme will
provide the next generation of job creators with the
DUT's Professor Keo Motaung providing the agenda for the launch of the progra‐
mme (Photo cred: THENSA)

skills to make a better future for our country.

THENSA CEO Dr Anshu Padayachee offering words of wisdom during her online
address (Photo cred: THENSA)

DUT's Professors Keo Motaung (left) and Professor Sibu Moyo seated in front
(Photo cred: THENSA)

UPDATES from thensa
IRELAND‐SOUTH AFRICA TRIP: Unfortunately, we have had to postpone our Ireland‐South Africa Tourism trip
due to the rising number of COVID‐19 cases in both nations. We expect to embark on our trip some time in
March 2022. In the meantime, we are scheduled to host an online panel on tourism with Galway‐Mayo Institute
of Technology (GMIT) on November 24th on Zoom which will outline the themes and concerns of the upcoming
Ireland trip. A link will be sent to participating parties in the next week.
HERESA PROJECT: In early October, we held the first HERESA Café. Based on dialogue‐inspired learning, these
series of informal pop‐up conversations will allow members and partners of the HERESA community to discuss
matters related to pedagogy. For the inaugural session, instructors from the Tampere University of Applied
Sciences (TAMK) in Finland spoke about the Flipped Classroom, a method of teaching where the bulk of learning
is conducting by students outside the lecture hall and tutorial room which, in turn, become spaces for discussion
about the subject matter at‐hand. HERESA was delighted to facilitate honest, spirited and informative
conversations about the benefits and challenges of applying this method at institutions in South Africa. The next
HERESA Café is slated to take place later in November where MTU will expand upon entrepreneurship.
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UIF PROGRAMME: Despite the challenges of the challenges posed by the COVID‐19 pandemic, the UIF
Programme has been making noteworthy strides in training and placing students in various places of business
in the country. For the second induction of students, 1 641 of 2 400 have registered to be trained. In addition,
approximately 1 555 students have received their theoretical training and only 759 are waiting to be inducted for
further training, subject to the UIF agreement being renewed. In total, 1 232 trained students (approximately
75%) have been placed at various places of employment across South Africa which will undoubtedly make a
difference in the lives of many.

UPDATES from member institutions
The Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) recently launched their Institute for the Future of Work (iFoW) in
collaboration with the Gauteng Government and other key parties. The event, which took place at the end of
October at the Maslow Hotel in Johannesburg, saw guests from both the private and public sector convene to
discuss how research projects focused on third-stream revenue, innovation, entrepreneurship, public-private
partnerships and re-skilling and up-skilling could enhance Digital Agriculture, Digital Healthcare, Industrial
Automation, Township Economy and a financially inclusive Green Economy.
In partnership with Environment Language and Learning Trust (ELET), a non‐profit organisation which supports
mathematics and science in South African schools, Mangosuthu University of Technology (MUT) and their
Stakeholders Relations Management’s Unit have pledged to support and advise mathematics teachers in Umlazi
district to strengthen Grade 12 results.
Walter Sisulu University (WSU) appointed and inaugurated their first woman Vice‐Chancellor Professor Rushiella
Nolundi Songca in early October. Songca, who served as Dean of the College of Law at Unisa and received her
LLM and LLD from Georgetown University and the University of Pretoria respectively, reiterated WSU’s
commitment to their Vision 2030 mandate which, in her words, will see the institution “harness socio-economic,
cultural and ideational assets within the African, international, national and institutional contexts to achieve its
goals”.
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Central University of Technology (CUT)’s Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology
was handed full accreditation from the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) for the newly implemented
Diplomas of Engineering in Technology in Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and Bachelor of
Engineering in Technology in Civil and Mechanical Engineering. The council is responsible for setting
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competency standards for registering and carrying out accreditation programmes in different engineering
streams at higher education institutions.
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